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No. 14

Military Hop Will be Maine Alumnus off For Industrial Secretary ilaneuvets to be Big Musical Clubs Return
Held Fri. April 13th. Land ol Snow and Ice Speaks in Chapel Tues. Part (if Military Hop From New York Trip
1920 Entertains With Competiti‘ Albert W. Stevens '08 Goes To Mr. Rindge Talks On Opportuni- New System of Target Practice In- Were Well Received Along Route
ties For Maine Men In Teaching
Nome, Alaska, In Charge of
stalled—Promotions Made For
Drill, Reception and Dance—J. J.
—Augusta, Portland, Ipswich,
Foreigners
Semester—Scabbard and Blade
Prospecting Undertaking
Lappin Is Chairman
Boston, and N. Y. City Visited
Initiates—Lieut. Hickam Takes
Mr Rindge. Industrial Secretary of
Albert W. Stevens, U. of NI. '08,
Plans for the annual Military Hop
Captaincy Exams.
After a most successful trip on which
which will be held April 13, are well member of the varsity track team, left the International Y. M. C. A. made an
concerts were given in Augusta. PortThis seastin•s Military Hop bids fair land, Ipswich. and New N'ork City, the
under way and the committee in charge San Francisco an March 3rd for Seattle appeal to college men and w.imen
is working hard to make the affair a from whence he sailed for Cordova. Al- Maint: for greater activity in teaching to he well taken care of as regards to combined musical clubs have returned
aska and will go by- rail as far as it runs, foreigners. Mr. Rindge proved to be the military end of the program which to the university, enthusiastic over their
success in every way.
The program will consist of three and thence over a trail of 1030 Miles of Ii v cry interesting and fluent speaker, is under the direction of Major Ste- work and the way in which they were
parts • a reception commencing at 630 ice and snow by dog team %iai Fairbanks and during his discussion he brought phenson.
received. The trip throughout was one
and continuing until 7.00. Among those and Fort Gibbons and the Yukon River out many points that have been brought
Two companies are to take part in the of the most successful ever undertaken
home in him by actual dealing, with drill. They are Co. K. in charge of by any organization
in the receiving line will be President to Nome.
representing the
NIr. Stevens has been engaged by the foreigners in this country. For sever- Capt. Atherton and Co. K. in charge of university.
and Mrs. Robert J. Aley: Lieutenant
Horace M. Hickam: Major and Mrs. Alaska Mines Corporation to do the al years he has been engaged in the in- Capt. Somers. and are in turn, under
Augusta was the first stop, followed
(7. 1. Stephenson: and Vice-President final prospecting on a large Muck of struction of classes of men and boys, direction of Major Stephenson. The by a concert a week ago last Friday in
F. S. Willard of the Freshman class. frozen gravel at Nome and will rush representing many nationalities. and in drill will include. setting up exercises Portland. In the latter city, the clubs
From 7.00 until 7.15 an exhibition coin- the job through with all possible dis- directing the work of young college under direction of Major Mank man- were entertained at the Portland Athliany drill by members of the freshman patch, working a night and day shift !mu who have expressed a desire to ual of arms directed by Major Watkins; letic Club where the boys gave an inbt•comc engaged in such work. Many combat firing drill in charge of Captain formal concert. Under
class under the command of Major on the drills.
the auspices of
, are taught. English tieing tht• trDonoghile. There will also be a com- the Western Maine
subject
is
This
his
dancing
not
com7.15
Alwill
ill
first
experience
At
Stephenson.
Alumni Association,
mence and will be in order for the re- aska for it will be remembered that miist important. Men are frequently petitive drill between the two companies. the regular concert was given in Pythian
Preparations for the event have al- Temple. The next day, the
two years ago, he. with a single com- found who have been in this country'
mainder of the evening.
organizaA meeting was called after the Chapel panion came out of the far North over many years with only a scant knowledge ready commenced and the Freshman tion left for Boston where the annual
period last Thursday to enlist volun- the ice fields by the same trail. 1030 of the language that is spoken all class has shown its enthusiasm for the concert was given in the Hotel Venteers for the drill and was addressed miles by dog team. They had many around them. Nlen are found who have event by turning out the largest number dome, under the arrangement of the
by Chairman Lappin of the committee thrilling experiences Which would put been engaged as mechanics for a num- of candidates for the drill in the history Boston Alumni Association. Ipswich
in charge and Major Stephenson who the niiist exciting moving picture show ber of years. but who go about their of the University.
was visited Saturday night, and the week
end spent about Boston or vicinity.
with Captain NV. F. O'Donoghue will to shame. On several occasions they wtirk in the most roundabout manner.
new
The
system
of
target practice
encountered such severe storms that Tht•se men are shown quicker and more
Itave charge of preparatory drill.
which has been recently installed in the Tuesday the clubs started for New York
via the Fall River line and were billed
Music will be furnished by either they were obliged to camp down Over improved ways of doing things, and as Military
Departmt•nt is a great improvefor a performance on the boat which
Hill's Orchestra or Pullen's Orchestra night in the trail in their sleeping bags. a consequence are saved time and labor. ment user the old
plan. This new
Mn. Rindge pointed out the oppibr.1 Bangor. no decision having been Some days they made excellent time
system enables the men to receive the attracted considerable attention and favthat
at
utilities
exist
here
our
right
to
only
lose
many
on
miles
the followlade as yet.
amount of individual practice in one orable comment from passengers and
crew. The New York concert was
The committee in charge of the Hop ing day by encountering a heavily own door.. Si) to speak, and told of wet•k that
formerly took six weeks. A
,insists of J. J. Lappin, Chairman, E. blocked trail through which it was nec- classes in Bangor, Oldtown and Great line of
eight targets is arranged in the staged at the Plaza under the auspices
of the Maine Alumni. Everything went
Christianson. P. I. Flavel, W. C. essary to break a path for the dogs, by Work: that he intended to organize if rear of the
gymnasium and the men
SInientaker and L. E. Allen all of 1920. going ahead on their snow-shoes. On men in the University of Maine could are brought up
smoothly. All the performances were
by squads ton to the
one occasion they were his e days mak- be found who would continue these
excellent and favorable comment was
tiring
line
where
they
receive
incareful
ing 24 miles and yet they accomplished classes. In every case that has conic
received from all sides.
under his notice. the men who were struction in the loading, aiming and
the entire 1030 miles in 42 days.
The work of the soloists especially
tiring
of
the
rifle.
On that trip Mr. Stevens installed taken intii the classes were earnest.
deserves
credit. Hurd. as tenor, Freese
Along with this has !wen introduced
an electric gold dredging outfit on Ow studious. and most grateful for the
as flutist and Turner as violinist, all
tiring
combat
between
squads
which
Seward peninsula, in the Nome region, chance given them to learn something.
gives rivalry. arousing interest and the were well received. Harry White at the
almost up to the Arctic Circle. It was 'hen it is considered that there are
piano was up to his usual high grade
desire to shoot !niter.
still good digging when the last steam- several millions of foriegners in this
of excellence, and his work was a most
The following promotions in the Uni- valuable asset to the clubs. The pro'What I Learned in College" Sub- er sailed and it was several weeks later country, and that only a very small
ject of Discussion. "How To when Mr. Stevens with his foreman part of them are voters, the whole sit- versity Regiment have been announced gram for the trip:—
becomes one of our dutys to our recently :- Part 1.
See, Grip, and Lift", Emphasized of the dredge left with their team of uation
country in making them all citizens.
11 dogs
From Captain to Major, C. L. Ste- Hail. Alma Mater
Genung
Mr. Rindge met the men who were phenson From 1st I.ieut. to Captain.
NIr. Stevens after being graduated
Glee Chas
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to assist in the teaching 11. Files. From Sgt. to 1st.
morning. Rev. Dunnack is a very Idaho, as engineer with the Boston and tht• t•vening
Selected
and found the work iwen. From Corporal to Sgt. (;. Quartet
• a-ce fill speaker. and the subject he Idaho City Gold Dredging Company. of classes there
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:Mtg. What I Learned in College. time.
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Reading
All men who have completed the
sas one that might well be taken into
Mr. Magee.'
Mr. Stevens is a Belfast boy, the
18
of
year
first
the
for
prescribed
course
onsideration by every college man to- I. ster son of the late Andrew J. Stev.Strauss
designated as Wine. Women and Song
be
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Military
there
that
'ay. It is a common saying
Glee Club
ens. He worked his way through col- !
Class.
1st.
Priv'ate:
.re things to be learned in college that lege. aint it is by his unwavering ambiPart 2.
('add Major C. I.. Stephenson was
Selected
not in books, hut there are many ti
Flute Solo
and perseveranct• that he has at
Profesthe
to
an
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assistant
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Plays
de*ig
Present
Picked Company
tho have difficulty in determining just
'17.
Freeze,
Mr.
the success that comes to few
his
Tactics
and
sor of Military Science
To Large House
hat they are. The three points made men of his age.
Aug. Labitzky
obeyed ac- Trauni iler Sennerin
instruction,and orders to
,
ha
Stevens
the speaker were. •'How to See.
Mr.
Mandolin (*hub
Since going West.
On Thursday evening. March eighth. cordingly.
Selected
!low to Grip. and How to Lift."
Reading
been East until last week when he
Cadet Capt. W. F. O'lh ghue ap
doe: not
object
Philadelan
University of Maine Masque preat
looking
and
the
York
Mr. Magee, '18
The mere
came as far as New
Adjutant.
ponited Regimental
Beautiful Ship from Toyland R. Friml
mit always convey to a person the real phia on a business trip. He left the ,ented a isrogram of four one act plays.
the
dee Club
igniticance of it. or what lies beneath latter city on Monday for Idaho and acted by two companies covering east
Uii Thursday' evening. March 8th
Selected
.
ern and western bookings, at the Bi- following men were initiated into the Violin Solo
-1. One of the big things a man or wo- thence to San Francisco.
Mr. Turner, '20
man can learn in college is the ability
Scabbard and Blade Society.
He is a member of Beta Eta Chap- jou Theatre, Bangor.
Thos. Allen
There was a large and appreciative
see. Many failures have been made ter of Beta Theta Pi fraternity.
Captains 14 N. Atherton. R. M. Som- Stop! Look and Listen
Mandolin Club
audience present. As usual the Shake- ers.
-ccause a man does not get a firm grip
go at the
Lincoln Colcord, '07
speare Club honored the occasion with
Sisson. W. I.. Niles, Stein Sling
ii a problem. and who lett,
11.1CIMs. W. l•
on
holding
be
should
presence. The Patronesses were: M. W. Wescott, J. E. Spiers. H. B. CaldGlee and Mandolin Clubs
he
their
loment when
Glee Club—Leader, Everett C. Hurd;
Mrs. Robert J. Aley. Mrs. George T. well. G. R. Itailey.
ith all the strength there is in him
wirthat
on
hold
Mrs. Harry A. Chapman.
to
ability
Thatcher.
this
Lieuts. NI. S. Perkins and D. W. Lib- first tenors. R. H. McDonnell, '19. A. M.
't is just
hi.
Mrs. John Oak. Mrs. Henry W. Cush- bey who have' been pledged were not Fides, '17, E. C. Hurd.'17; J. Manchest.! athletics, and in studies—and in
hi,
on
has
man
a
Mrs. Franklin E. Bragg, Mrs. present at this meeting.
er. '20; second tenors, H. M. Gardiner,
that
grip
man.
11 is the
up
'20, E. H. May, '18, D. M. Libby, '18, H.
Walter NI. Hardy. Mrs. Edward R.
•laily tasks that makes others look
Dream" To Godfrey, Mr*. John Wilson. Mrs. Chas.
Lieut. Hickain. Professor of Military %V. Hodgkins. '20. J. L. Walsh, '20; first
him, and helps them to get a grip "Midsummer Night's
SheeMr.
Mrs.
Under
and Tactics took the examina- bass. W. H. Taylor, '19, S. M. Currier,
diffiScience
Smith.
Produced
their
Dexter
Be
W. Mullen. Mrs.
:bat will pull them out of
which was held in '20. M. T. Hudson, '19, W. C. Barrett.
han's Direction
Edward M. mantling, and Mn'. Wil- tion for captain
,ulties. It is the second big thing that
ago.
fortnight
a
Portland
in
years
four
'18; second bass. J. H. Smiley, '18, H.
,me should get from his
liam R. Ballots
traveling
ability
'la,
for
evening
the
Kendall.
is
P. DeCoster, '19, L. T. Pitman. '17, A
M.
there
Tuesday
Ralph
Lastly.
Mr.
c.iliege.
I•inal tryouts
C. Sturgin, '19, P. Nolan, '20.
and willingness to help the other fellow. the cast of "A Midsummer Night's electrician for the western company
ENTERTAINS
SIGMA NU
of
Mandolin Club—Leader, S. C. Page,
to lift. The man who by his own ability, Dream", which is to be given by mem- has had full charge of the manner
exhimself
is
light
May.
spot
put
Jr.: first mandolin, F. B. Haines, '18. T.
stage lighting. The
and his own ambition has
bers of the Woman's Club next
On Friday evening. March ninth, an S. Whitehouse. '19, R. C. Chapman, '18
in a high position in life, can afford to re-tilted in the choice of the following: tmlit entirely and Mr. Kendall by means
gathering of freshmen S. C. Page. Jr.. '17, F. Head. '18, H. M.
enthusiastic
scenes
to
the
hand
behind
Chandler
helping
focus
..Florence
of batteries and
turn aside and lend a
Theseus
enjoyable evening at the Gardiner. '20; second mandolin, F. P.
very
is
spent a
.Helen White has secured excellent re•iilt•
the fellow who is down. There
Hippolyta
smoker of Sigma Nis Penley, '18, W. C. Avery, '20, F. P.
freshman
annual
college,
French
in
this
Marian
ample chance to practice
Egetis
were two fresh- Preti. '18, H. P. Watkins, H A. Gray,
present
those
Among
it
Katherine Hitching.
and there is certainly great need for
I.ysander
on the campus. '20. R. Woodcock. '20; mandola, M. L.
fraternity
each
from
men
Ingersoll
Ruth
;•. life
I )emetrius
The usdormitory.
each
from
two
Mills
and
Hill. '17: violin. E. S. Turner, '20; 'celElizabeth
Hermia
ual freshman pent-up energy broke forth lo. J. M. Chute. '19; viola. J. Manchester
Rumill
.Edna
I lelena
in all its potentialities. 'rhe much cher- '20; flute soloist, L. J. Freeze. '17; bass
Kathleen Snow
Puck
Thursday, March 15 will be tag
punch was in evidence. besides vol. E. L. Clapp ;17; reader, J. H. Maished
Wray
Aileen
Titania
for the benefit of the Track
day
"stogies." and creme de mints gee, '18; accompanist, H. L. White, '18
usual
I.:tell( Sawyer Club, ,ind tags may be secured on the
- Oberon
dull moment was endured.
a
not
.411.I
Brown
Ruth
the
interBottom
The basket ball standing in the
the campus that day from
plenty of music, and the
was
,
Hiere
Rob'
Mary
Quince
members. The track club is a .,1(1 Maine sting' were sung with real Sigma Chi; Frawley, Theta Chi; Stevclass series I. date is as follows:—
Bright
.Elizabeth
Lost P.C. Flute
Won
prominent organization and is do- 'pep", stories were told, and readings ens, Oak Hall; Whalen, Lambda Chi
tryouts weri:
.666
1
2
Nu. Towne. Phi
The judges for the
I uniors
a great deal for the betterment
ing
by Harold D. Crosby. Alpha; Walker. Sigma
.666 Mrs Mason. Professor Briscoe and As of tr..ck athletics for the univer- it ere rendered
1
2
Sigma: Woodman, Alpha Tau
Kappa
Si photnores
'20.
.666 %imam Professor McAnney. Mr. Shee sity. The club has many plans for 'sigma Nu.
1
2
Omega; West, H. H. H.; Orcutt, LambFreshmen
following were present:
The
.0110 han of the English Department is coach
which
year,
the
of
da Chi Alpha; Berman, Phi Epsilon Pt;
remainder
Seniors
the
P. A. Libby. Sigma Nu; H. S. Court'
This
Woodcock. Phi Eta Kappa; Potter, Phi
ing the girl: for the play.
Tau
will be announced later.
Delta
Rickard,
and t ley, H. H. II.; B.
them
of
one
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Kappa; Crosby, H. H. H.; Buzzell.
Eta
DAY
McManus,
After Father reaches the age of
TAG
Atwood. H. H. H;
is
support. Will you Delta;
Theta Pi; Parsons, Delta Tau
Beta
your
Jortifty-five years about all he expects
the
warrants
Sigma;
excites
Kappa
Howard.
wife
A man with a flirty
contributing Theta Chi:
by
part
Havel. Sigma Nu; Crane, Sigma
Delta:
little
Farnsworth,
a change in the weather.
with a do your
dan. Sigma Alpha Epsilon:
same comment that a woman
Holden. PhisKappa Sigma; Hodga cause which is
to
Nu;
Thursday
Epsipeople
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on
Sigma
the
Half
Adams,
fak Hall;
drunken husband does.
kins, Sigma Nu; Copp, Sigma Nu
worthy of your consideraon the other hand, if school teachers
thing." The other half certainly
; Krinsky, Phi Epsilon l'i; Lingley
"P.H.r
sas
their
know,
they
tv ere paid for what
tion?
it
ask : "Why does he stand
salaries would be larger.
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Masque Plays at Bijou

Cast Pli ked For Play
by Women's Club in May
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- prevent the seeds of
Who can make out a case for swear dishonesty-. and
SUNDAY EVENING
being sown? Man)
from
riminality
First
•
classes.
ing? There are jour
fight for convictions
(Continued from Page Three)
the ignoramuses. Second. the lia r 3 man who can
cannot fight for God. Have you got
dor of the training quarters saw written whir swear to get out of a lie or
BANGOR
on the wall the words, "No quitter, emphasize one. Third. the morally weak the nerve. Will you cease being a quitadmitted here." The student body hates fellow. Fourth, the man who means it. ter and play the game?
a quitter. So does God Almighty. That is great company to be its. And .Here Dad Elliott paused and made
Yet she ild , 1
he lived in a mansion
Dad Elliott's game has taken more if you swear you fall in one vi those the announcement that any one who
She was rich—yet poor
plas with The story of her life Is t1.1 I.e.
11..
nerve than the hardest football game. classes. You may say that you are a wished could leave without embarrassWhile you have met men who acre little more of a man to swear a little. ment. and after a hymn he would gistquitters in a physical sense. yet the Alright, grant that. and )ou will have what he thought the best part of his
greatest quitters are not ir the physi- to admit that if a man is a little more talk None left.
The question was whether religion
, cal world but in the moral and spiritual of a man for doing one, he is still more
really strengthen a man's mind,
can
more
yet
and
two,
bowled
be
may
athletes
doing
, world. Great
of a man for
From the play by Eleanor Gates directed hy Maur tee Ti,urrirur
over as quitters in the game of life. of a man for doing three, and still ambition and courage, make him more
The most severe condemnation in the more of a Mall for doing four. If you kind, thoughtful. conscientious, and
'Fhree Time.
brae Thema
scriptures is given, not for what you stood such a man up beside the lowest really help him to get by, and whether
WEEK
THIS
ALL
Dait
Dans
do. but for what you fail to do. as in bum 'from New. York. the bum would it can drive out lying, stealing and
licenciousness.
story of the wasted talent. We are shine by comparison.
the
NIGHT
3 SHOWS DAILY. Mat. at 2.30. I0c. 20c.
It is the only way it can be done.
responsible for using what we have.
Can some of you young men of the
7 and 9 P. M.. I0c.. 20c., and 25c.
The great problem of student life is churdi, have grown too big for Sunday A. we come into close personal contact
not that they do not know. but that school and for the study of God's word? with ,the living personality of Jesus
they will not will to do what they know Have you forgotten your Sunday school Christ. and not a dead Jew. If the
they ought to do. The man who takes teachers and what they poured into professors and students take a certain
Agents Wanted
the step that is lighted will find the your life? Have you forgotten what hypothesis and solve a problem eby it.
To sell vanilla flavoring after school
light for the next step because we don't they did for you? Do you sleep Sun- you can do the same. So you can take
hours and Saturdays. For $1 we will
take the step already lighted There day mornings? And }lase you quit? this as a working hypothesis. Take
•end you 8 bottles that retail for 25
are those who plunge into sin. Who (.0(1 pity you if you have. There is human friendship as a model. There
,it each. Send postcard and we will
can make out a cast for plunging intq the story of Tom Brown at Rugby, are five step, in such a friendship.
send free sample bottle.
impurity? The mail who is orks only and how he forgot. Then there came
First, get to be man enough to go
Maine Stationery Always on Hand
Address ‘VAKEFIELD EXTRACT
for himself and for dollars and cents to the school the little iellon, who had straight to the desired friend and beg
CO.. Sanbornville. N. H.
Come in and See Us
is living the smallest life possible. to tight the battle of his life when it forgiveness for standing for slander
Plunge only once in a while and you wanr•t night at the school, and and abuse of him. when starting a great
DR. F. L. 0. HUSSEY
will get the reputation spread before bedtime came. The question was wheth- friendship. human or divine. You must
your prospective employer, and what e r he would do as he promised, and say have a fair mind and attitude toward
1)entist
PHARMACY
will it get you?
his prayers before the assembled boys. the (one you want as a friend. If you
C,
XI.
CD0
sZ7).
You all know that you must be honest as he had promised his mother, or let others talk against him you must
39 Main Street, Old Town, Mains
to get along in the world. Then why whether he would crawl into bed and
man enough to beg forgiveness.
do students lie and steal? Any stu- say them there. He said them on his The first lies with you, and the second
dent who takes a grade in a class which knees. .‘nd a big bully threw a shoe s ill be granted you. No matter how far
does not belong to him is guilty of lying at him. Then Toni Brown came to you have gone, there is one who is
and stealing. 1Vhether the crib is an himself and stood up for the little fel- always waiting to forgive.
inch long or a mile long he sends in low and for right. Next night twenty
Second, you must have harmonious
over his name -liar". Any man who felloss were down on their knees at a,sociation with the one. You must
will steal a grade will steal money. bedtime, all because one little boy had be interested in the same things. If it
‘Vhen the big insurance graft was re- tile courage of his convictions. Don't is possible for a man to be straight
vealed by Hughes it was found that think that prayer should be confined to by reason of his love for a good girl.
all of the men concerned in it had been a stated time. but God pity the student he will learn to love the things she
liars and stealers in college. The only who gives them up. Is it easier for the loves and like the things she likes,
excuse for a man to study on Sunday men in your fraternity house to say them and will come to hate the things she
is a desire for lower grades. A higher because of you?
hates, which will he the had things.
percentage of those who do not study
Third. you must acknowledge the one
When you had a chance to establish
on Sunday will graduate and get high- the honor system. did you quit? Or you want for a friend. What do you
er ranks. God set apart a (lay for rest. did you draw your righteous robes think of the friendship of a fellow for
YOM can't heat God. It takes some a about yoi . and let the seeds of crim- !esus Christ who will not acknowledge
long time to learn. In his earlier inality be sown in the minds 4.i other it? If your friendship is real you will
Christian work Elliott said he used to men
not he ashamed of it. Some of you
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES—Major subjects in Biology, Chem- work eighteen hours a day for seven
When celebrating victories, for in- have gone wrong publicly. Would dirt
istry, Economics and Sociology, Education, English, French, German, Greek and days a week. Then came the snap. ,tance. did you hold on to others at you had the strength to go right now.
Fourth. you must be willing to serve
Classical Archaeology, History, Latin, Mathemlics and Astronomy, Philosophy, and now he can only use two-thirds the celebration. or did you quit? One
Physics, and Spanish and Italian. Special provision for graduates of normal capacity.
may duck out and remain virtuous, and !he one you want as a friend. What
A man doesn't get his greatest effi- let the others go on. He is a quitter. do you think of the friendship of a man
schools.
ciency by pulling cigarettes. Show your The responsibility for other damned for Jesus who does not help him when
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE—Curricula in Agronomy, Animal Husband- Prospective employer how daintily you lives is upon him. How many men he wants help for his other children.
ry, Biology, Dairy Husbandry, Forestry, Home Economics, Horticulture, Poultry can roll a cigarette. and what does it on the campus could have been saved your brothers and sisters.
Fifth, friendship must be kept up.
Husbandry. School Course in Agriculture (two years). Short winter courses. get you? After the liquor business is if you had done your duty? He who
Farmers Week, Correspondence and lecture courses. Demonstration work. smashed, then there must come a drive saves a soul has covered a multitude It takes time to write letters, and to
after the tobacco evil. It is just as oi sins. It takes nerve to stand out. keen up a friendship with Jesus. But
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY—Curricula in Chemical Engineering, Chemisa factor in decreasing vitality as More nerve than any of you have got. one who doesn't keep it up hasn't got
great
try Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and
long as you wade in shallow water the nerve. A friendship kept up grows
liquor. An example was given of six
Pharmacy. Extension Courses.
great physicians who have never yet you will not learn how to swim. Get richer. .k friendship started now with
Jesus will be richer and richer. Isn't
COLLEGE OF LAW—(located in Bangor). Three years' course preparing found. in over three thousand personal in and learn how. Launch out.
eases, any man who could conquer an
You say you can't clean up the rough .uch a friendship worth while? This
for admission to the bar.
impurity and be a cigarette smoker. talk around the house. but you can if is the power that goes into men's lives
MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENTAL STATION—Offices and prin- You have the right to question the you want to. It is only there because and enables them to get by, and have
cipal laboratories in Orono; Experimental Farms in Monmouth and Presque Isle. impurity of any man who smokes cigar- you want it. A good atmosphere helps the drive in life. It is for you to have
large. If a man. What kind of an atmosphere it you want it. You can enter upon it
GRADUATE COURSES leading to the Master's degree are offered by the ettes, the percentage is so
right to are you creating? Have you got the now and go from strength to strength.
the
have
you
to.
want
you
various colleges.
1:ememher that the quitter is the man
walk around with a sign on your face. nerve to reioirt men for cribbing and
does not do •.vhat he knows is right.
who
weeks
(graduate and undergraduate credit).
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If the boss doesn't ask you to work
any harder than he does, that is a sign
he is an ultra-industrious cuss.
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Harvard leads all universities in the
number of graduates listed in "Who's
Who." having 155 graduates so honored.
Yale is second with 83, and Columbia
third with 52.
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Military Hop Will be Maine Alumnus oil For Industrial Secretary Ma neuvei s to be Big Musical Clubs Return
Held Fri. April 13th. Land ol Snow and Ice Speaks in Chapel Tues. Part of Military Hop From New York Trip
Mr. Rindge Talks On Opportuni- New System of Target Practice In- Were Well Received Along Route
QO Entertains With Competitive Albert W. Stevens '08 Goes To
stalled—Promotions Made For
ties For Maine Men In Teaching
—Augusta, Portland, Ipswich,
of
Nome, Alaika, In Charge
Drill, Reception and Dance—J. J.
Semester—Scabbard and Blade
Foreigners
Boston, and N. Y. City Visited
Undertaking
Prospecting
Lappin Is Chairman
Takes
Hickam
Initiates—Lieut.
---- —
After a most successful trip on which
Mr. Rindge. Industrial Secretary of 1 Captaincy Exams.
of M. '08.
Albert W. Sic% en..
tans f-r the annual M ilitary I lop
concerts were given in Augusta, Portllllal Y. M. C. A. made an
Intermati
the
left
team.
track
varsity
the
of
member
will be held April 13, are well
Thi. season's Military Hop Ends fair land. Ipswich. and New York City, the
appeal to college men and women of
g ay and the committee in charge San Francisco an March 3rd for Seattle
for greater activity in teaching to be well taken care of as regards to combined musical clubs have returned
Maine
AlCordova.
for
sailed
he
whence
from
-rking hard to make the affair a
proved to be the military end of the program which to the university. enthusiastic over their
aska and will go by rail as far as it eons. foreigner, Mr. Rindge
.4-- in every way.
interesting and fluent speaker. is under the direction of Major Ste- work and the way in which they were
verS.
a
of
1030
of
miles
trail
over
thence
a
and
The program will consist of three
received. The trip throughout was one
ice and snow by dog train via Fairbanks and during his discussion he brought phenson.
art.: a reception commencing at 6.30
Two companies are to take pan in the of the most successful ever undertaken
have been brought
that
Inn
points
many
River
FI)rt
Yukon
Gibbons
and
and
the
141 continuing until 7.00. Among those
home in him by actual dealings with drill. They are Co. K. in charge of by any organization representing the
the receiving line will be President to Nome.
in this country. For sever- Capt. Atherton and Co. K. in charge of university.
foreigners
the
by
engaged
been
has
Mr.
Stevens
:id Mrs. Robert J. Aley; Lieutenant
Augusta was the first stop, followed
has been engaged in the in- Capt. Somers. and are in turn, under
he
years
al
lorace M. Hickam; Major and Mrs. Alaska Mines Corporation to do the
classes of men and boys. direction iii Major Stephenson. The by a concert a week ago last Friday in
of
struction
of
block
large
a
on
final
prospecting
L. Stephenson; and Vice-President
representing many nationalities, and in drill will include. setting up exercises Portland. In the latter city, the clubs
.•. S. Willard of the Freshman class. fruit-ti gravel at Nome and will rush directing the work , of young college under direction of Major Mank; man- were entertained at the Portland Athdispossible
all
with
job
the
through
.r.)in 7.00 until 7.15 an exhibition cornins ii who have expressed a desire to ual of arms directed by Major Watkins; letic Club where the boys gave an iniv drill by members of the freshman patch, working a night and day shift become engaged in such work. Many combat firing drill in charge of Captain formal concert. Under the auspices of
drills.
the
44n
la— under the command of Major
There will alsc be a coin- the Western Maine Alumni Association,
This is not his first experience in Al- subjects are taught. English being the ‘O'Donoghtte.
-teldienson. At 7.15 dancing will coinmost important. Men are frequently ' 'unitive drill between the two companies. the regular concert was given in Pythian
that
remembered
be
will
it
for
aska
:141;c.: and will be in order for the rePreparations for the event have al- Temple. The next day. the organizatwo years ago, he. with a single com- found who have been in this country
lainder of the evening.
many years with only a scant knowledge ready commenced and the Freshman tion left for Boston where the annual
over
North
out
far
the
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came
itanion
\ meeting was called after the Chapel
of the language that is spoken all class has shown its enthusiasm for the concert was given in the Hotel Ven,eriod last Thursday to enlist volun- the ice tields by the same trail. 1030 around them. Men are found who have
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dog
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manner.
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Th, new system of target practice
ith Captain W. F. O'Donoghue will to shame. On several occasions
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that
storms
severe
such
encountered
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which has been recently installed in
:aye charge of preparatory drill.
down over improved ways 141 doing things, and as Military Department is a great improve- via the Fall River line and were billed
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Mr. Freeze, '17.
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Mr. Magee, '18
not always convey to a person the real phia on a business trip. He kft the sented a program of four one act plays. p4mited Regimental Adjutant.
Beautiful Ship from Toyland .R. Friml
significance of it or what lies beneath latter city on Monday for Idaho and acted by two companies covering eastOn Thursday evening. March 8th the
Glee Club
it. One of the big things a man or wo- thence to San Francisco.
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the
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He is a member of Beta Eta Chap- jou Theatre, Bangor.
Scabbard and Blade Society.
Mr. Turner, '20
.4) see. Many failures have been made ter of Beta Theta Pi fraternity.
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Captain. R. N. Atherton, R. M. Som- Stop! Look and Listen
Thos. Allen
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audience present. As usual the Shake- ers.
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Mrs. Robert J. Aley, Mrs. George T. well. G. R. Bailey.
Glee Club—Leader, Everett C. Hurd;
't is just this ability to hold on that wins
Thatcher, Mrs. Harry A. Chapman.
Lieuts. M. S. Perkins and D. W. Lib- first tenors. R. If. McDonnell, '19, A. M.
al athletics. and in studies—and in life.
1 Mrs. John Oak. Mrs. Henry W. Cush- hey who have' been pledged were not Fides. '17. E. C. Hurd,'17; J. ManchestIt is the grip that a man has on his
man. Mrs. Franklin E. Bragg, Mrs. present at this meeting.
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re-tilted in the choice of the following: (mitt entirely and Mr. Kendall by means
turn'aside anti lend a helping hand to Theseus
_Florence Chandler of batteries and focus behind the scenes enthusiastic gathering of freshmen S. (7. Page. Jr.. '17, F. Head. '18, H. M.
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end of it the plan should be in operation:
this week. There can be no well
groudded opposition to such a scheme.
Published weekly by the Campus Board
of we University of Maine. with the as- It is the first step toward getting our
sist:0,v of the Class in Practical Journal- feet under us. that we may lift the
tl.
things that are giving us a divided studetit body. out of the way, and clear
819 Express Attitudes Toward Ten New Library Completed,-To Be Students From Many Colleges
dig.,ral Orlice-Estabrooke Hall.
the- way for future Maine men.
Meeting at U. of Washington
Queries Advanced By "The Feature of "Diamond Jubilee".
Telephone Number of Editorial OhiceDartmou
th"
106 13
To the
Maine is representp,.
UT
loi.17 appr,,prlate indeed that the
Ci,:veriity Press-Campus
Editor of the
Eght hundred and nineteen students ilea library at Xi ire- Dame University. among the student delegates from 14
Maine Campus
of I/arm-anal' t .ollege recently ex- Notre Daunt% Ind is being ciimpleted colleges and unit ersities who met
Editor in-Chief
Dear Sir:
pressed their opinions of the serious this year when N.'Ire Dame is celebrat- the campu s rif the University of 1Va•li
I have learned with interest of the problemarising from the tense Inter- ing her diamond jubilee. This magnifi- ington March 1, 2 and 3 in the third
F. Owen Stephens. 1917
plan of the student body to bring the
national situation if the U. S. through cent lie-w loading Is a esorthy- monu- aunita! (otiv cotton of the IntereollegiAl •
fraternity men and dormitory men into a
straw -oat- conducted by- Thu' Dart- ment to the achie-v
the last .1-sociation of Forestry Clubs.
closer relationship, and wish to give
mouth.
In addition to the business of the
building
is a
seyenty
e
The
It
years.
my hearty endorsement of this moveThe results of the yore inn each query- stately piece of architecture sittlated a coo iention many side trips to points
.%111111111 Editor
'neut.
on the ballot are as babas,:
short distance to the nest of the en- of interest around Puget Sound were
The plan also of bringing the differL. T. Pitnian. 1917
I.-In view of the existing internation- trance( to the main campus. Near the Planned in the interest of the visitor,
ent fraternities into closer contact with
sportirig Editor
al situation
it your opinion that the Ilea building is the( beautiful St. Jo- The University of \Vashington Fores•
each other is highly commendable.
W. B. Haskell. 1917
United States is jtotified in formally seph's Lake, on the bank: oif gine!), Club had charge of the convention anil
I recall a few years ago when a move- declaring
Reporters
war? Yes-555. No.-249.
within the shadow of the library. stands the trip:.
ment was started in the fraternity hous2.-In view of the- existing internation- the ohl hig chapel of the- Indian
The foresters visited the sawmills
it. J. (ook. '19
114,11/141111.
W
flays
es of having the "latch string always
al situation is it your opinion that the and the first college building. relics of oi the Schwager-Nettleton company,
H. L White, '111
1) Challis. '111
out" to all other students on the campus.
United States should formally declare the beginning- of Notre Dame.
The Seattle the ilrown't Bay- Logging comNo student was expected to knock at war.
Miss J. M. Sturtevant. '17
Yes-162. No-593.
structure
designed
has
be-en
by Ed- pany, between Seattle and Everett : the
the door of a fraternity house, but
3.-Do you believe that the people of ward Tot.. i if
New York city. The Weyerhauser electric sawmill. in EverBusiness Manager
was always welcome, and a revival of
the United States 'should be consulted seventy-filth anniversar
y of the found- CU 7 the Ey crett Pulp & Paper company':
this old custom will result in an inI. Edgerly. '1/1
by referendum before Congress declares ing of NotreDame.
diamond ju- the Tactaa %VI ii idenware company: the
her
creased
friendly feeling and kindlier war--except
Circulation Manager
in case of threatened in- bilee, liccurs this y-ear and will be- cele- Wheek-r-0,gioul company. in Tacoma:
fraternity relations.
its
J.
vasion? Yes-157. No-612.
brated g it hi sple-mb(r (luring the com- and the- St. Paul & Tacoma saw-mill.
I meet so many fine fellows from
4.-As long as there is no declaration mencement
During the convention 0. P. M. Goss,
this Julie. The (n-casitin will
Entered at Orono, Maine.. Post Office as both the dormitories and fraternities of war are you in fay or of having the
mark the- reunion of nearly- all the- old engineer for the West Coast Lumberthat I am sure this attempt of a big
Government nterely take measures to students
second class matter.
11i the university. Already a men's Association, delivered an illus"get-together" Al result in a great deal
protect American neutrality rights on large
number from far and near have trated lecture. and George Cornwall.
of good for the welfare of MAINE.
the sea? Yes-687. No-99.
Terms $2.00 per year. Single copies may
signified their intention of coming Ipack editor (if the "rimberman, spoke.
Sincerely yours,
be obtained from the business manager at
5.-Do you favor, in general, the poli- in June
Forest clubs were represented from
to meet their old classmate:.
five cents each.
J. A. Gannett
cies to elate- of President Wilson con- The reunion
the following colleges and universities:
will
takeJune
place
9.
un
The Editor in Chief is responsible for the
Registrar
cerning the international situation? Yes 10,
11. Alumni should hegin making Yale. Nlichigan Agricultural College,
editorial columns ai..1 the general policy
566. No-236.
University ii Michigan, University of
of the paper.
their plans now to be present.
Editor,
6.-If war were declared under the
Maine, Pennsylvania State College, CorThe Managing Editors have charge of the
present circumstanCes and volunteers
news columns and general make-up of the Maitre Campus,
nell University. New York State College
This reporter will concede only this: of Forestry.
Dear Sir:paper.
from Dartmouth were called for, is it
Ohio State College, Iowa
The Business Manager with his assisSometimes advertising does ma pay State
The necessity of promoting a better probable that you would enlist?
College. University of California.
Yestants, is directly responsible for all the inter-frate
the man who is always grouchy and University
rnity spirit at Maine demands 254. No--445.
of Idaho. University of Monbusiness and finances it the paper.
some immediate remedy. The cause of
7. If war were declared because of makes prospective buyers sore.
tana. i tregon Agricultural College and
our present decline in "Maine Spirit" an attack upon the United States
the University of Missouri.
and
EDITORIALS
can be traced to the lack of good fel- volunteers from Dartmouth were
Ic I \Vould you participate in such
called
lowship among us. We are confined to for is it probable that you would
•Ir gt
idea 1 art iti that line
A i:ETTIA: MAINE SPIRIT.
enlist? training if it we(re installed? Yes-44 /
Ni)--69.
our fraternity, our sphere is our frat- Yes-698. No-106,
t
t.
another.
ff.-Do you believe that the United
There is one subject that members ernity, our activities are fraternal ac(if the student body seem ready to dis- tivities, our acquaintances and friends States should adopt a sy-stem (if unicuss, and to take action upon. It is a are our fraternity brothers anti none Yes -454. No.-268.
subject that the Campus has had some- others. and upon such a pattern is a versa] compulsory military training?
thing to say about at times during the Maine man built. Such conditions al-, 9.--If sii. what i• your main ream in
year, but goes further than the Campus lowed to go on unhampered will ulti- for this training?
10.-Are you in favor of immediate
has gone. in that what is to be said now mately develop a type of man not demaquises a definite plan. No agitation sirable and our much prided "Maine optional military- training at Dartmouth?
Yes-583. No.--142.
for a reform or for a change of any Spirit" will dissappear entirely.
There is no time like the present to
If so. tat Would you favor a course
it can lie kise.1 entirely on theory.
nor 4111 111C advice( and recommendation eradicate such a situation, and no bet- in infantry or artillery? Infantry-206.
of one man, unless it serves to arouse ter plan seems possible than to have Artillery- -310.
i I I iu VO•1
interest on the part of others to the ex- the old system of exchanging meal•
a course
tent that these others will tang and act. brought into vogue rim-e more. As the should be under die tipervision of die
The I. ii
has in the past advanced Sophomore Owls is a representative War Department or merely intra-c(ilits own it leas 4m the subject of Maine class society which has at least one man lcffe? ‘‘.ar lh-partmelit -533. 'turaSpirit lb.'ti
believing that a from each fraternity, it should be given
great deal could be done to remedy authority to handle the situation. That
certain shortcomings that are so no- society's present duty is to develop
ticeable here at Maine, if a real senti- spirit in the two lower classes. Wlo
ment along certain lines c..111(1 Inc created. not give it the work of developing fel
This sentiment, after all, is Maine Spir- hiss-ship in all the classes?
(Signed) W. J. (;orharri
President \li-v i.• his recent absenceA• real testimony that the securing of
from
college was present at the Maine
a miire p(overful Maine Spirit would
March 13. 1917 Alumni meeting, at New York. Pittsbring about changes that are imperative.
burg. and Chi, age. From these meetthe Campus has several letters, all re- Editor of the Campus:
You have tny hearty co-operation in ings the President bowmen back the
lating to a step that will be taken by
message( of onr alumni, that we. as
the fraternities at Maine if there is the promised plan for promoting a
Maine men 4111011 to appreciate the
enough li yalty. on the part of the frat- better college spirit.
atiiirded us and use them
adyantages
My
suggest*
are
as
follows:
First.
ernity men to see the plan through.
If the:e letters have come as a result decide on some one day of the week to obtain the best re-ult.
Washitigtim's birthday President
of the invitation extended by the Cam- as "visiting day". Second, have each
tofs ill its last issue. then something fraternity send five men, preferably Ale's delivered an address to the- Chiha' been accomplished. If they would not all from the same elasS, tin some cago Ads ertisers' Club. 111, stihiject heDur
has e comc wit hi silt the ins itat• , it other house for dinner on the "visiting ing "Washington awl
is as well, and the re-stilts will be as far day". Third, have each fraternity in- mg his trip he also spoke at the Unire-aching.
hich is the goal we are vite two t -fraternity men for flintier ersities of Indiana and Cincinnati.
-rime day each week. Fourth, have the While in the- latter city- he addressed
striving for.
arrangements for this scheme put in the a conference of high school principals
The contttttmications that appear in
hands of a refftlillellf COMMilfee.
and college teachers and the Cincinnati
this is-tie sneak- for themselves, but in
I sincerely hope the plan will be a School Master Club. Later when in
addition, a tea words of explanation
'11 Cl.,41. and gladly offer my.services. K211SaS City he spoke before the Demay not he out of place. The idea of
partment of Education.
Sincerely yours.
closer relations between the fraternities
Ed.
J.
Dempsey-.
has been the prompting factor in several
movements in the last few years. Out
March 11, 1917.
of such an idea grea the Inter-FraterAt the request of a member of the Iselifiir of 7/ti' Campus.
nity Centneil. and folhiwing the organ- Inter-fraternity Council
I am pleased Dear Sir:
i/ation of that body, closer relations to heartily endorse the proposed
visitI shimld lilo to call attention to a
actually (lid come. It has been apparent ing plan It is prompted
by true Maimifiaccurany in a recent article in
to that group of men that of late, there spirit and is a manifestat
ion of the real The Caaitu.s The account
of the dishas been too little visiting between the democracy in ()tor
A Corcoraoon
student life of which solution of the M.
I. C
A stated
fraternities. not only of fraternity men.
cry Maine student and alumnus is thus:
of the 'itch&token
"theresult of this change means
but of the non-fraternity men as well. justly proud. The
est Great Tur/oh
plan is entirely the loss of undergradu
ate management
The plan now to be taken up is to ar- feasible and in years
14ylpitan
past has been suc- in the spring track meet
7371, E
of the colleges
range for an exchange of men during cessfully carried
•
gbhe
out.
es
of tin- State of Maine.
the neck. and for the invitation of nonAnother Maine custom which I bethe
former
systetn was disf!aternity men to each fraternity house lieve should receive
tie agitation is sole, I ;it the Vl'aterville meeting,
other
for dinner on sunday. Once each week. the custom of
each student greeting artis-l( (if agreement were ratified.
pri uon any day that is convenient, each frat- those whom they
meet. It is true that
hug that track meets of the four Maine
ernity will send f“lir men. one from each this is more difficult
with the increased Colleges -hall be run by the Athletic
class, to another house. that house to numbers in
the student body but it takes
s•oc'st•;iins of these colleges.
four
send
to the firist one, or to another little exertion
and adds much to the atThis cc iii wit track athletics in the
as long as
conflicts occur. All plans mosphere about the
campus. Visitors same wegory veldt football and basecan be re-al ily arranged by telephone from
other institutions have always ball, V.11',ii are now managed
by the
an hour ahead.
Sunday-. each house spoken of it as one of the most
strik- r---nes•tn
\thletic .\ssociations InV '1 ry ti hay( at It ast three non-frat- ing
customs here at Maine. Alumni stead of faculty representatives runernny nice for
r The putt is a mho have visited as
within two or three ning future. meets, as the Carntits pyt
(me, but the
years have expressed regret at the pass- it, meets is ill
be rein by the same boards
tiii lititihutIitii• it carries aid( it
ing of this custom. I believe if it
is which ii is control other major sports.
the plan livid lii ai•tifin on the part re's
ived it will help "Maine Spirit". There has always
been student repreof the Inter-fraternity Council. If the
heart alwass warms toss aril tlie genital 14111
t
boards.
Liege
representative in vai h Iii -list- will make person who
gives a cheery greeting.
Very truly yours.
it a part Of his dente, to look after his
P. W. Monol
'14.
%V. J. Young

Dartmouth Students Vote Notre Dame Celebrates Maine Is Represented
At Foresters' Meeting
on International Crisis 75th Anniversary

Dr. Aley Visi:s Alum i

We set the cigarette world a new
pace with Murad,
THE Turkish Cigarette.

Many a manufacturer
would be glad to put the
pure TurkiA tobaccos in
his 25 Cent cigarettes that
we put into Murad for
15 Cents.
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Dramatization of "Job"
to be Given Friday

MAINE

CAMPUS

5eoop'sçolump

T TAKES 400,000 can; to carry
American Fertilisers to Farmers
and Plantersevery season. Forty
per cent, of this is useless Filler r!.
quiring 160,000 cars! Insist on having lea Filler and all high grades
with Available Nitrogen, namely:

I

Play By Dean Stevens Will Be
Produced By Arts Club

Elite Shoes and
Malory Hats

THE FINEST MADE ARE
Since I got back front "little old N'N'awk" I have rece i v ed a letter from a
down-easter that is still in the city and I guess it is good enough to print.
NOW IN sToc K — CO M E
A play that promises to be one of the
IN AND SEE THEM
finest things attempted in the dramatic Here it is-Hotel Collingwood
line for some time at the University
of Maine is to be The Problem of Hu35th St. near B'way.
W.E. HELLENBRAND
man Suffering, by Dean James S. Stevand thus cut freight bills.
New l'ork City
ens. to be given on the evening of
Crop production town such Fertilizers
March S. 'I;
March In. under the auspices of the
means greater outbound tonnage tor 1..1,13
Pit
Dear
:—
Clothing and
and
biggcr pun-ha:mg power tor F.oniers.
College of Arts and Sciences.
Railroads and es erybody would bencht.
Furnishings
Every effort is being made by cast.
I am sorry I missed you while you were up here, and also that I couldn't get
Larger food crops thus grown would
gist, 111C•en,-,1 prosperity to all. Ito up to
directors and assistants to make this to the concert at the Plaza. as I understand that it was %cry good. IInt I ant has you. Mr. harmer.
one of the most splendid productions Mg a terribly exciting time, believe me. You know we don't get (limn here
l'
0111111ercial Building, Old Toivn
Send tar ”:2:aisit Asada/Irk mows"
possible. Elaborate scenic and musical very often. but when we do, whee!
effects are planned, and no care has been
thought I would go down to the Zoological Gardens yesterday mor..i..g.
DR. IVItt. S. MYERS
5. ,. • Yr:eil. Pn116.4.....614
spared in the accurate and beautiful cos- sit I went out of the hotel and up to a op out in the street and said. -011. officer.
25 Ist•e•i•iii•A..wue
IA -it If ork
tuming of the members of the cast.
can you tell me where I will get a car for the Bronx
lie looked at me a
°tries:Clothing, Furnishings
Prof. W. P. Daggett, is the director minute and said. "Ves. you'll get it in the back if you stand there much longer."
of the play. Prof. G. W. Thompson
I decided that he was rather fresh. so I didn't ask him any more questions.
Hats and Shoes
and Prof. A. NV. Sprague have had but I found out that the best stay to get there would be by subway and I is cut
charge of the musical end of the work. down and took an express train. I stepped into the last car on the train and it
Clod
Tailoring a Specialty
Prof. Huddilston is chairman of the was pretty crowded, so I stayed in the vestibule. At the first stop after leaving
ORONO AMUSEMENT CO.
committee on costuming. Prof. Kuenv the Grand Central. the vestibule was also crowded and a man got on and acted
PROPRIETORS
is treasurer of the cast. Prof. Woodman as if I were in his way. He said. "Say, you wooden image. dust yourself off".
Your Patronage is Solicited
• ttuut unit
a
Sl.to.40
is stage manager. Prof. Reed, carpenter. I don't know what he meant, but I guess he was trying to kid me.
and Prof. Holmes. electrician.
I saw the Bronx to my satisfaction and went back to the hotel to get cleaned
SATURDAY MAT,NEE
There is to be no admission charge, up for dinner. I am not eating in the hotel. but take my lunch at noon
DEALER IN
and the public is invited. The play- at any place I happen to come to. I went into a place where they had a sign
I
Buy your Furniture
is to be given in the Assembly Room "Automat" over the door. I knew that it was a cafe because I could see people
ILI:A and Snit
from us. We assure
of the University, Alumni Hall.
eating inside. I sat down at a little table and waited about fifteen minutes
II ard anti
you, no one appreV% 4 II 1(1
A synopsis of the play follows:
and no waiter came up to me, so I got up and went over to a counter and asked
ciates your business
Gotscl
and
Ice
The Herald's Confession of Faith
MORE THAN
a waiter if I wasn't going to get anything to eat. lie said. -Not unless you part
Overture—I Know That Nty Redeemer with a nickel or two. You hang onto them as if they were family heirlooms."
Liveth.
I happened to see a man dropping a nickel into a machine just then and a piece
Prolog
pie came out at the bottom, so I went over to one and I read the directions on
115 Main St.,
BANGOR
Job's prosperity is announced by the it. Then I put in my nickel to get a cup of coffee. I held my cup under the
Crier
spout and pressed the lever. but just then a man brushed my elbow and swung
1111111111161M1111111111111
Job appears.
me around and I got the coffee in my pocket. I decided that I had better go
von could see the amount of work we hare
Job's integrity questioned by the Satan. somewhere else. so I went out.
on nand all of the
. vou would say we are
gtving the best of satisfactain.
Job's afflictions announced by MessenThe next place I went into must have been pretty swell because the waiters
Our work sionietinies saves you the price of a
gers.
Prism Pictures Given
all had dress suits on and I saw some women in there and one or two of them
new suit.
Job's integrity further questioned by the were smoking just like they do in the movies.
are at yoUr -slu at
I couldn't read the menu because
atial all tiole•.
Especial Attention.
Satan; he is grievously afflicted.
the language was foreign so I ordered what I usually do in a Maine hotel and
Musical theme. Nevin's Song of Sorrow. I got an awful mess of
stuff. hut I didn't want to appear green and I ate it. I
Job's wife reproves him for retaining heard a man behind me ask the waiter for the
wine list and I thought I ought Cut Prices to all Students
(1,
,1, 1
t 111,re, 0R 0Nt)
his integrity
to so. I did, and I didn't see anything on it less than five (luaus so I said I
Arrisal of Job's friends.
guessed I wouldn't drink anything because I was not feeling well. AN'hen I
145 MAIN STREET
Musical theme. Massenet's Elegy
had finished eating I said to the waiter, "How much?" Ile said. "Yes sir, I'll
The Curse
Maine N1 arc always ready to supply
bring the bill." I didn't know what he was talking about, but in a minute he Bangor
your
Jul. curses the day he was born
parties with I. Cream, Punch and
brought me a long card with a list of things I had eaten and down at the bottom,
The Debate
it read $5.75. I had to stop for my breath and then I gave him $6.410. He said.
Argument between Job and his three "Thank you, sir." I waited a while for my change.
%sot k 111,
s1-elatia
wit' mitt
Confectionery
but I didn't see the waiter
No joli too difficult All tostils
f riends.
again and I decided that he was crooked. and went out.
Store
Optical
work
(
lett]
ist
's
presertpThe Interposition of Elihu
I thought I would call up a friend of mine on the phone and I went into
••••11-I
.#
#••ii.
is silenced by a storm which cul- a hotel and asked where could
I
find a telephone booth. I found one and went
minates in a whirlwind. Out of the in. I took
.•5
don n the receiver and stood there a few minutes %salting for the
sthirlveind speaks the
central to ask me "Number, please?" She didn't though, and I hung sqi and tried
Voice of the Lord
it again but still I wit no central. Finally I stepped tuft of the !wroth and asked
CLOTHIERS
Job is humbled
a bell-hop if the telephone operators were all dead. He said he didn't think so.
The Epilog
HABERDASHERS
I told him that I took down the receiver and didn't get any answer. and then
Job's restored prosperity announced '.
he told me that I couldn't expect to get a call on the phone for nothing. I went
HATTERS
the Criers. and illustrated by . lock
into the booth and found out that you have to put in a nickel or a dime or
Pageant.
12 BROAD ST . BANGOR
a quarter according to the call before you can get the operator. I didn't have a
The cast of characters follows.—
lure's of
nit kel or a dime and so I putir a quarter. I got my call all right and was just
.Paul T. Johns.
herald
wondering how I was going to get my twenty cents back, when I heard a jingI
UNIFORM
Marie E. Lottintil'
First Crier.
and twenty cents dropped out at the bottom of the box. Gee. that's some s)
Linwtxxl T. Pitman
Second Crier
tent, making change by telephone!
AUTOMOBILE APPAREL
Chace
George
Job
Niclitilh, 1 / 1-'1.4 Stsirs:
I went to see "Canary Cottage" the other night and in the last act the whole
.Evans It. Norcross
The Satan
LIVERIES
tSr Cali%
-I
company sang "It's Always Orange Day in California" and the girls threw
The Voice of the Lord
map Line
Supplp
oranges
at
the
audience.
I
guess
one
of
the
pretty
girls
had
a
crush on me
.Andrew P. Raggio
because
she
kept
trying to hit me and she did once or twice. I found that the
First Messenger ........Armand E. Joy
oranges were not real ones though. I was kind of fussed up when the chorus
Second Messenger. _Sumner C. Cobb
girl hit me and I stood right up and threw the orange back at her. but I hit a
Philadelphia
Third Messenger ...Edward C. Remick
young chap on the stage instead. and he drove one at me so hard that I ducked
Fourth Messenger.... Willett C. Barrett
and it took an old %suntan in back uI me right in the face. I'll bet site could have
OLD TOWN BRANCH
_lob's Wife ...... Mrs. Leon E. Woodman
Vallace Craig killed me. and I was sort of wrought up about it. so I got up and left.
Eliphaz. the Temanite
I guess I'll wait until I get home to tell you about the rest of my experiences
aly A. Thompson
Bildad. the Shuhite
and I'll tell you right now that I'm having a real good time. Regards to everyZophar. the Naamathite .John H. Magee
CHALMERS STUDIO
body.
Ellin'. the Buzite
. Paul H. Axtell
BANGOR. MAINE
Yours,
t
Name
withheld)
The scene of the play is laid in AnBangor, Maine
Editor's note—Dear readers:
GOOD PHOTOGRAPHS
cient Palestine.
what
trying
tell
think
Don't
happened
to
I
is
am
to
me
in
It
the
above.
The time of the action is the PatriREASONABLE PRICES
really someone other than myself that had these experiences. but I don't like
Capital Stock
archal Age.
$175,000.00
to show him up, so I am not telling his name.
Surplus and Profits
$599,15120
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Eastern Trust
and Banking Co.

PLANS

FOR ENTERTAINMENT

The Junior Mask stwiety. the It
organizat•
of the junior class
holds an important meeting tonight.
at which several plans for Junior Week
eittertaimnent will be discussed and definite arrangements will be made for
the producing of some sort of an entertainment on the Saturday night in
the week when it has been customary
to give a minstrel show.
This year. something different has
been planned as minstrel shows, while
they have proven all right in the past.
have grown tiresome. It is hoped that
some form of a musical comedy may lie
produced or a catchy skit of some kind
placed on the stage by the society. Its
plans will lie announced at a later date.
Judr dolinson. who recently decided
I.' 1,ccotor cla•ocal. entered the city library
sodas anti asked for a copy of ”Gray's EnergySfr•

ill1111111111117,11'111

Stands first on Roll of Honor
list in the State of Maine.

Just as sure a sign of sterling worth and quality as the
, karat mark on go.'d is the la-

SWIM

-.11101,,1111111

bel that distinguishes every

Feed Your Crops Available Potash
Insoluble plant foods are cheap in the beginning but may be dear in the end.
We feel good when we hear that the soil contains enough Potash to raise 5000
crops, but we fuel ti .'d when we discover that it will take 1000 years or so to make
it available. NVe will be converted into plant food ourselves long before that.
1T
ieiio
.hpaciso
hicpiihsol
lat
t riF
msr
fi ,fr,in
irnr
iavail
manure
.Irerl

P

ie
1,, soluble in Ito se acids than in the
stlghtly alkaline waters of the hest polls. A
little soil Potash becomes available yearly, but rtt enough to provide for probtablo crops.
Crops hay' two woods of Potash humor. One just after yerannation and the ottor
when starch tormatton as most ',to" — wt., n the
grain is filling. Rational ferlOtratIoll
requires ATM
,arattatt'e Potash at these p, riods and if
you moat& it yeti Will hod that
Potash Pays. bead for our pamphlet oa making
fertil wt..
German Kali Works, Inc,42 Broadway, New York
mewid.ock rack. c50c.,,, iii.
n California It. isa Frawley'.
001W%, la.
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foolre hailing Atlaala Ga.
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Nfilitarion should be possible with thr
A
•• t rare t
that Gaul was A • flog is held. resolutions are
s .ung thing. who liewail the fact that there
divided into three parts. lie wants to know wiluhly applatitird at 1 adoptioh and aft. •
aren't
ill handsome lieutenants to go why mother insist•
on dividing a pie into nothing is .lone Tit, as crane
around.
five ;tarot.
time wasted.
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Maintains Savings Department.
Allows interest on deposits subject to check.
M. II. Richardson, Mgr.
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OPTOMETRIST
Eyes tested and measured for glasses
by latest methods.

Office 49 \lain St.,

Old Town

The Perry Studio

Makers of Fine
Photographs
193 Exchange Street
IP Bangor, Me.
Tel. Conn
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Cup Conies to Maine by Theta Chi "ht. Men CorBill" Martin Ex-'19
MIC.A.A. Dissolvement Meet and Grand Total in 8 Minute Courtship
By Rule of Association, U. of M.
Former U. of M. Student Meets
Twice Winner, Gets the Trophy Best Phi Eta Kappa In Final Leg
His Match in Boston Manicurist
.1 be ten year cup which v.a. otter,•4
to the team winning the greatest number
of times in the given period (ii time
the Maine Inter-Collegiate Athletic A,. socia.
tion goes to the University of
Maine upon the dissok ing of this ass.,
ciat. . The cup is only two years old
and has been won by Maine in both
these years.
Rule III of the M. ICNA hand;rook states. "In case, at any time the
Maine Inter-Collegiate Athletic Association shall disband, the cup shall become the personal property of that college whose name appears most frequently: on the cup as champion. But
m case two or more 4411ege, have been
chatinii.m. an equal number of times,
and in case, also, their names shall appear on the cup in ties, then the cup
hall be awarded to that college whose
name appears most frequently in the
ties."
The question of a trophy room is
again brought out by thy above fact.
It seems unfair to the team, not to have
more care and attention given the trophies with by them for the college.

Last Saturday-Score
Points for Total

81'

-Married After Five Days

More like a fairy tale or movie scen'Mt third and last Inter-Fraternity
meet wa, held Saturday afternoon on ario is the latest escapade of William J.
hi I:ohert W L11141116t2r; lruateNt :story
the hoard track and in the base ball Martin. of Portland. former University
(age. and gave Theta Chi. with its of Maine student, who was here last
wore iii "M" men a tine chance to cop year. and who now is studying medithe total point score and take the series cine in Boston. Meeting an attractive
together with the cup offered by the girl at a dinner party in Boston, it
Members oi the Lodge and at the BCI1( 0111Ce
.ah
:•eat•
Track Club to the winner. The finals took him just eight minutes to propose;
NIGHT at
3 SHOWS DAILY. Mat. at 2.30, 10C. 20c.
standing of the three kading teams he won his girl; five days afterward the
7 and 9 P. M.. 10c.. 20c., and 25c.
is.-Theta Chi. 81 1-2. Phi, Eta Kappa. happy couple was married.
Mrs. Leona Starck, divorced, and a .
74, Beta Theta Pi, 47.
mr.
Saturday's meet gave men like French, manicurist in a Boston barber shop is
Donovan. McBride. and King a chance the fair young lady anti "Bill" Martin,
%Are Carry the Best Assortment of
to show their fettle, and these athletes known to Maine students. the man.
• -HI ,ai fl ia,oring aiter school
surely did come through in grand style. The two, it seems, met last week at a
hour. and Saturdays. For $1 we will
French won the shot put, with his handi- dinner party. It was the old case of
tid you 8 bottles that retail for 25
cap; won the broad jump from scratch; "love at first sight", and within eight
• ht. each. Send postcard and we will
won the 40 yard hurdle event from minutes. or just 480 seconds Martin
11.1 free sample bottle.
scratch; and took a second place in the had said the word and had been acceptMaine Stationery Always on Hand
Vldre.s WAKEFIELD EXTRACT
411 yard dash from scratch. He was ed. The two were married five days
Sanbornville, N. H.
Come in and See Us
high point winner of the day with 18 afterward.
Martin graduated from Westbrook
1)(1110Van ran the 390 in fine
DR. F. L. 0. HUSSEY
style and was the winner. while King Seminary. entered Maine with the class
took the mile run from a score of con- of 1918. Through sickness, he was
Dentist
PHARMACY
testants. With what other Theta Chi forced to stay out a year and last year
crncJ.M .
men could pick up in the various events. returned as a member of 1919. He is a
39 Main Street. Old Town, Maine
there were enough points to eke out a member of the Phi Gamma Delta frater7 1-2 point win over Phi Eta Kappa. nity and played in the band while in
this institution.
their nearest competitor.
'Fite winners of the various events
Saturday were:Shot Put-French. Theta Chi, handif 5 1-2 feet ; distance 44 feet.
High Jump-Rowe. Phi Eta Kappa,
Most Successful Institution Ever
-cratch. height 5 feet 8 1-2 inches.
Held-121 Meet At "Heck" Feed
Broad Jump-French, Theta Chi.
Phi Eta Kappa and Phi Gamma
Saturday: evening ended the eleventh scratch 21 feet 9 inches.
40Yard dash-Power. Phi Kappa SigDelta Second and Third In Hot
annual. "Farmers' Week" given by the
Pursuit-Colbath Smashes SingCollege of Agriculture of the Univer- ma. 2 yards handicap; time 5 1-5.
Mile run-King. Theta Chi, 10 yards,
le String Record for 124
sity of Maine when 121 faculty members,
alumni, and students gathered at the Time, 4 minutes 50 seconds.
390 yard dash-Donovan. Theta Chi,
By a victory and three points in a
Colonial in Bangor for the "Heck"
5 saris. Time. 49 3-5 seconds.
match against Alpha Tau Omega, this
banquet. The entire week proved the
Sack Race-Watson, Phi Eta Kappa. past week. Lambda Chi Alpha's staunch
el
most successful of any yet held. Dean
Snow Shoe Race-Watson. Phi Eta bowling team. under the leadership of
Merrill and his assistants proved able
kapfia.
Captain "Bob" Travers. wrested the
ifie-t• to the aericultural folloovsers front
41 v ard hurdles-French. Theta Chi. league lead from the
Biology,
Chemformer aggregasubjects
in
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES-Major
all over the State.
Polc Vault-Sawyer. Theta Chi, and tion and now is securely entrenched in
istry, Economics and Sociology, Education, English, French, German, Greek and
The meetings have been well attendClassical Archaeology, History. Latin, Mathematics and Astronomy, Philosophy, ed through the week. The who ole ag- kossiter. Phi Gamma Delta. tied for the foremost position. In the same
manner. the Phi Etas. by virtue of a vicPhysics, and Spanish and Italian. Special provision for graduates of normal ricultural faculty assisted in the work first. 10 feet 6 inches.
The point summary for the three tory over Phi Gamma Delta. moved up
schools.
while the students of the agricultural
meets:into second place where she is pressing
department aided a great deal in the
1
2
3 Total the leaders hard for honors. Phi GamCOLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE-Curricula in Agronomy, Animal Husband- woirk done.
Theta Chi
181,:f 19 44 81,2 ma Delta. in third place is another elosc
ry, Biology, Dairy Husbandry, Forestry, Home Economics, Horticulture, Poultry
Farmers' Week is now an institution
22 27 25 74
Husbandry. School Course in Agriculture (two years). Short winter courses. bv itself at Orono and one that the Phi Eta Kappa
pursuer. and the race is by no means
20 20
7 47
Farmers' Week, Correspondence and lecture courses. Demonstration work. University should feel promd to suppor:. Beta Theta Pi
won, as yet.
Sigma Chi
fit3 17 11
Aside from a single string record,
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY-Curricula in Chemical Engineering, Chemis- Already plans arc being made for next Phi Gamma Delta 6
5 17
6
made by -Noisy" Colbath. Kappa Sigyear
when
even
a
IM.J.ter
anol
better
try Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and
X(ott-Fraternity
6
13
6
1
ma, 124. no other records were bettered
one will be held than ever before.
Pharmacy. Extension Courses.
Phi Kappa Sigma 5
1
6
in last weeks bowling. Hodgkins. of
Delta Tau Delta
5
1
the leaders who is becoming quite a
COLLEGE OF LAW-(located in Bangor). Three years' course preparing
Lainlxla
i Alpha 3
3
bowler raised his average to 94 and took
for admission to the bar.
Sigma Nu
4
4
the high average mark away from RichMAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENTAL STATION-Offices and prinAlpha Tau onicea 1
1
ards who stands one below him. The
cipal laboratories in Orono; Experimental Farms in Monmouth and Presque Isle.
sigma AlPha EP,I
league standing with the averages and
3
Kappa Sigma
records is:GRADUATE COURSES leading to the Master's degree are offered by the
The officials for the meets were:Won Lost Pc.
Washington State University Mainvarious colleges.
Starter and referee, Coach W. T. McWon
tains Fine Newspaper Training t
'arty ; clerks of course. J. W. Lucas. '19 Lambda Chi Alpha
23
5 .821
SUMMER TERM of six weeks (graduate and undergraduate credit).
Department
and C. W. Clark, '19: judges. I.ieut. H. l'hi Eta Kappa
21
7 .750
University of Washington, March 5- M. Hickam. F. 0. Stephens. J. A. Mc- Phi
For catalogue and circulars address,
Gamma Delta
20
8 .714
Beginning next fall, the department of Cusker, R. G. Higgins, S. M.
Dunham. Alpha Tau Omega
11
5 .687
journalism will require a minimum of
ROBERT J. ALEY, President
A. Jorthcrg. Timer. Lieut. H. M. Sigma Chi
11
9 .550
68 hours of college work for admittance Ilickam, C. M. Ziegler. F.
R. Donovan. Kappa Sigma
10 10 .500
ORONO, MAINE to journalism studies.
Scorer. .1 I' Ramsay. '18.
Theta Chi
II
13 .458
The work of the first two years will
-----------Sigma Nu
12 16 .429
be under the direction of the departr, 18 .250
Beta Theta Pi
rment. It will be principally in language.
Delta Tau Delta
18 250
i.
.4
a
science. English. political and social
l'hi Kappa Sigma
15 .250
,
:""Ittk t, I
science and psychology. One of these
*sigma Alpha Epsilon
Ittit'ding. ttrono.
4
lo .2011
subjects the dleparttnent expects the
Do a General HankinK Bus.ness. Solicits Student Accounts. Open Friday Evenings student
to pursue intensively, so that
114-1.1.1-:NoRANI). Pres
Records
Roll/. RT J ALEN. Vice Pres
upon arriv al at junior standing he can
J PLUMMER, Items
MAYNARD. EDDY. Sec•y
Movement To Obtain a Million For High individual average. Hodgkins. 94.
come
journalism
to
his
studies
with
a
M 1 PRAT T. MANIALAR
ORONO BRANCH
High individual singls. Colbath. 124.
Endowment Purposios
goodly background of general informa_
High individual total. Carter. 311.
non and a mind disciplined by the speThose
graduates
of
Lafayette High team single. Phi Eta Kappa, 482.
cialized study he has pursued.
,our Eyes
College. (if whom there are nearly 100 High team total. Phi Eta Kappa. 1375.
A few students who for special reaMy Service
in Scranton, Pa, soon will fire the opIndividual Averages.
..011 catlllllt complete two years of colPlayers with an average of 90 or betening gun of the movement to obtain a
Classes lege work before taking journalism will $1,060.000 endowment fund for the Eas- ter: Hodgkins 94. Richards 93. Travers
admitted as special students.
/4, re r‘ s,,oseihrx.e
GlaAs is
ton institution. The local alumni will 93. Colbath 92. Joyce 91, Cushman 911.
(;„13%es aila that -Soosseihroteis Ser 1-6r.
Journalism under the new plan will go
Set riee may nican a very 411tIrta lit thing on the same basis at Washington in its conduct a short term campaign to raise Carter W. Perry 90.
to on. pyr.4414 th.tn It does to anolhut
requirements as the standard from $50.000 to $75,000 as Scranton's
/I )u* .1/riNt Wear Glasses see that libarel arts
contribution to the general endowment PROVISION FOR VISITING
professions
of medicine and law. Freshtics tit in
fltt will. Don't let them
TEAMS MADE BY COUNCIL
just a inalteslilft Get .611 you esnout men and sophomore majors will be fund.
A similar movement is to be conductr utin .11.4. rev
Atrit you
brought into touch with the department
No longer will the players on visited in Wilkesharre shortly after the
through journalism assemblies and by
J. COVELLE,
Scranton campaign. Other campaigns ing athletic teams at Dartmouth be
Eve-measuring Srecas;uo
other means.
are to be held in New York City. Eas- quartered at Lebanon. Norwich. or
31 CAN iliAL STREET. SIANOOR. ME
In the third year about one-half the
Arroimments fattened
Telerhone 171.1-W
ton. and Philadettihia. in which cities White River Junction for the athletic
SALES AGENT
major's work will be journalism and
Lafayette graduates are active in busi- council has leased from the college the
in the fourth year most of it. The
building on Main street known as the
ness, professional and civic life.
number of hours of journalism for the
The $1,(00.001) endowment fund is to Gable house, which it will equip with
A. B. degree for majors is raised from
be invested and its income used to in- facilities for accomodating 30 men. The
to 40 and 64 hours of journalism al130 MAIN STREET
crease the salaries of teachers of the property, formerly belonging to Prof.
together will be offered next year.
BANGOR. MAINE
bllege. .Already $380.000 has been E. R. Green, is located at the rear of
Students who take their first two years
promised, leaving $620,000 to be raised the college church
in institutions other than the Univerby Jan. 15. 1918. The general education
TYPEWRITERS. all trui%es. RENTED
sity of W'ashington are advised to conboard has offered $20ffOon (of the amount
BOUGHT. SOLD. and REPAIREI)
sult the department as to their prealready assured and the Presbyterian
Typewriter aupplies for all in/whines
liminary courses.
FEL 3L.It.INT . M.
College board has given $20.(0).
This article is of interest to Maine
We
Collect
Monday Morning and Destudents who arc taking courses in
liver Thursday Afternoon.
OFFICE SPECIALTIES
4,1111111I I .% .111(1 .
1 14i i ist ii s
fltirttalism. Washington State. a% may
Fifty-seven percent. of the freshmen
AGENCIES AT THE VARIOUS FRATERNITY HOUSES
Rosiness te4.1Rillsin441 iht44.
he seem is doing a great deal for the class at Williams this year allied themH. S. CROST, P. G. D. House
Coreespondence solicited.
.2 MAIN snittLt. oiroN,), MAINK newspaper rank and tile of the country. selves with the fourteen fraternities
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